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Viewpointe and ZL Technologies have forged an alliance that calls for integrating

the ZL Unified Archive into core components of Viewpointe’s information

governance platform, OnPointe.

The cloud-based solution offers advanced analytics, records and retention

management, supervision and end-to-end e-discovery capabilities for electronic

communications, file shares, legacy data and collaborative content, and enables

organizations to meet DoD 5015 requirements.

OnPointe provides a governance platform that is said to allow organizations to

keep pace with growing data volumes and the variety of data formats spread

across the organization that challenge user productivity, IT efficiency and

compliance efforts. Built as a flexible modular service that can grow with an

organization, the OnPointe platform leverages the ZL Unified Archive to provide

focused governance solutions to address such challenges as:

governance of e-mail and electronic messaging;

supervision of regulated communications, including instant messaging;

control of file share and collaborative content; and

management of end-to-end e-discovery processing and workflow.
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